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What is Mendeley?
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Academic Reference Manager and workflow tool 
supporting researcher 

Institutional 
Edition

Institutional-wide access to 
premium features + usage 

and social analytics. 

Careers

Search for science and 
technology jobs in 

institutions worldwide.

Datasets

Store, share and cite 
datasets with one secure 

online repository.

Research 
network

Promote your work. Connect 
and collaborate with millions 

of researches worldwide.

Reference
management

Read, organize and cite 
all of your research from 

one library.

“I believe that Mendeley can change the face of science.”

Dr. Werner Vogels, VP &CTO Amazon, former research scientist at 
Cornell University and one of the world’s top experts on cloud computing 
and ultra-scalable systems.

Funding

Find funding opportunities 
from over 2,000 organizations 

across the globe
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Researchers and Institutions use Mendeley for…
Enable research Doing Research Sharing Research

Research Network, people recommender, 
collaboration, careers & Institutional analytics 

Productivity tools including Reference 
Management and content discovery

Research profiles, Bibliometrics & Data 
repository services
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Accessible at any time, anywhere and from any device. 

Mobile
iOS & Android

Desktop
Windows, Mac & Linux

Online
All major browsers
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A growing community of collaborators

6+ million registered users, increasing at a rate of 30% YoY since 2014

950K monthly active users

>300 M references in the crowd-sourced catalogue

>600 K collaboration groups

A community of 4,800 advisors running 600 on-campus workshops and 
events yearly

600+ Institutions and 10+ consortia trust and subscribe to Mendeley 
Institutional Edition

Note: Mendeley, January 2017
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Reference Management
Cite as you write Annotate as you read

Organize content Access research 
anywhere

Maximize your 
Investment in Elsevier

Curate and share 
reading lists
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Research Network - Connecting >6M researchers 
worldwide

Reputation management 
with research profiles

See impact of 
publications

Create and join groupsMake new connections 
and promote research

Stay connected and 
informed

Collaborate with 
colleagues worldwide
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Datasets – Mendeley Data 

Make research data 
citable

Share data privately 
or publicly

Ensure long-term 
data storage

Complies with 
funders’ requirements

Link articles to data 
with DOIs

Mendeley Data is a secure cloud-based repository where 
researchers can store their data, ensuring it is easy to share, 
access and cite. It also complies with funders’ requirements 
for storage and distribution of data 
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https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/xz6gv65m6d/6

Linked to published 
papers

Versioning and 
provenance

Mendeley Data repository

DOI, citable

Linked to other datasets/software

https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/xz6gv65m6d/6
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Careers – Science and Technology jobs

Open positions 
worldwide

Job alerts

Career advice

Mendeley Careers service, which selects thousands of relevant science and technology job 
postings from the leading job boards, academic institutions, company employers, and 
recruitment agencies across the world 
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Mendeley Funding 

The Right 
Opportunities

Timely 
and Relevant

Mendeley funding is the largest, free funding
discovery tool of curated funder and funding
opportunity data. It helps researchers find
relevant funding opportunities they wouldn’t have
found otherwise.

Around 23,000 opportunities across ± 3,000 funders
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Difference Mendeley free and Mendeley MIE

More Storage Space

More teams, more 
collaborators

More Insight for 
Librarian:  

Administration & 
Analytics Dashboard
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How to start with Mendeley

1. Register on www.mendeley.com
2. Download Mendeley Desktop
3. Install “Web importer tool”
4. Install Word plugin

Your free Mendeley account:

2GB personal library storage space
5 private groups up to 25 collaborators
Shared library space 100mb

If you need more personal library space
you can upgrade your account here:
https://www.mendeley.com/reference-management/premium

Word processors that are currently supported by Mendeley Desktop are:
Word for windows 2013 or later. / Word for Mac 2011 and 2016(64 bit) as of 1.17.9 / LibreOffice 5.2

http://www.mendeley.com/
https://www.mendeley.com/reference-management/premium
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www.elsevier.com/mendeley

Online demo
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www.elsevier.com/mendeley

Thank you
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www.elsevier.com/mendeley

Further guidance
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Help Guides: https://www.mendeley.com/guides
Citation Guide: https://www.mendeley.com/guides/citation-guides
Videos and Tutorials: https://www.mendeley.com/guides/videos

Mendeley Support Centre: 
https://service.elsevier.com/app/home/supporthub/mendeley/

https://www.mendeley.com/guides
https://www.mendeley.com/guides/citation-guides
https://www.mendeley.com/guides/videos
https://service.elsevier.com/app/home/supporthub/mendeley/
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How do I install the Web Importer on different 
browsers?

The instructions for installing the web importer vary slightly according 
to which browser you use. Please see below for details for each of the 
browsers we support:

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/19541/kw/web%20import
er%20/supporthub/mendeley/
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How do I enable cookies to allow login for the WebImporter?

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/19574/kw/web%20import
er%20/supporthub/mendeley/related/1/

https://service.elsevier.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/19574/kw/web%20importer%20/supporthub/mendeley/related/1/
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